CORPORATE OUTREACH SERVICE
Privilege corporate-school tie up
Gyaananda School, in its endeavour to spread more meaningful, value based and experiential learning
experience to the society at large, is reaching out to corporates that house discerning and engaging parents who
aspire to give their children an education of abilities and possibilities.
With changing times and trends, working parents find hard to trot around schools in the city, evaluate them on
various scales and parameters and eventually zero down on the one chosen institute and furthermore make
umpteen visits for paperwork. In such times, it is but essential for a reputed institute in the vicinity with a track
record of graded and progressive growth and development of children to reach out to a segment of a corporate
house with working parents who share our philosophy of education.
Why tie-up with Gyaananda
1. 6 acre campus with state of art facilities in sports and academics
2. An institution in the vicinity that provides global learning with strong ethics and and Indian values
3. Strong proponent of Joyful Learning for students across K-12
4. With aim of creating living philosophy of Humanism: attaching prime importance on human values
and other natural values
Privileges for children and parents through the tie-up
Quality education comes with no offers, schemes or packages, however there can be certain privileges that can
be offered to working parents of your esteemed organisation:
1. High regard for association of parents and children who aspire choosing an institute as
Gyaananda- the registered family members have access to Library Services of the school

2. Registered children would also have membership for Gyaananda Sports Academy and Music
Academy
3. Admission components as admission fee and security to be relinquished as a service to the
corporate house
4. Winter and summer (short term) programs for children to be conducted at the housing facility,
along with short term evening workshops
5. Parent- benefit programs- Seminars, talks, workshops on parenting and allied topics
Prerequisites for the Tie-Up
We understand that the choice of a school is a personal decision of any parent and so there are no legalities
attached to the tie-up.
However, we seek your support to make this initiative a mutual success by:
1. Issuing us a letter of consent & nominating a dedicated coordinator for all the purposes of
communication
2. An internal communication to be broadcasted to the employees via intranet, where
communication from school’s end is cascaded
3. A calendar for holding workshops or other interactive sessions with the staff on parenting, etc
4. Allow us to organize special events as family day and set up help desks.

Contact person for corporate Tie-Up
Ms Jasneet Sethi
jasneet@gyaanandaschool.com
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